ED
DITORIA
AL
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Dear
read
ders,
Wee are pleaased to preesent the fourth
f
issuue of ‘Hisstoria pro-vinciaee – the joournal of regional history’.
h
IIt is devotted to thee
most important
i
ot only in the Russian but allso in thee
event no
world history – the Great October Socialist
S
R
Revolution
n, the cen-g celebrateed this yeear. It goees withoutt
tenary of whichh is being
ould not take
t
no nootice of su
uch a sig-sayingg that our journal co
nificannt event, however
h
it
i would be
b incorreect to con
nsider thiss
issue as
a a responnse to thiss anniversary only. The Russian Revo-lution of 1917 leeft such a deep trace in our hhistory thatt its studyy
will alwaays remainn the mostt importannt trend an
nd an area of activityy for histo
orians andd
other speecialists inn the humanities knnowledge. The scienntific interrests of th
he authorss
in this isssue are reelated to the
t revoluutionary to
opic, and their artiicles weree not onlyy
prepared because of
o the ‘annniversary’ date, but rather refflect the cuurrent tren
nds of thee
ournal, wee are publiishing the materialss
research. Followinng the subjject themee of our jo
c
A
Arkhangel
lsk, Yeletts, Oryol,,
of researrchers from various regions of this country:
Cherepovvets and Yaroslavl.
Y
The article
a
of A.N.
A
Egorov is devvoted to th
he analysiis of masss public sentimentss
among thhe population in Vollogda Govvernorate on
o the evee of the Feebruary Reevolution..
At its bassis are thee reports of
o gendarm
me and th
he constabbulary to ttheir headsship, ade-quately reflecting the
t state of
o affairs at
a the locaal level. The
T timelinness of th
his subjectt
p
s and publlic figures to fix thee
matter is in the inteention of several historians, politicians
idea in thhe public perceptionn that therre were no objectivve reasonss for czar’’s demise,,
and the revolution
r
took placce becausee of destru
uctive activity of m
masons, lib
berals andd
other oppponents of the exissting estabblished orrder. Enterring polem
mics regarrding thiss
point of view,
v
А.N
N. Egorov shows at the
t examp
ple of one of the peaaceful gov
vernoratess
of Russiaa, the natuurally-deteermined nature
n
of the
t February Revollution, in many as-pects cauused by thhe inabilitty of the authorities to solvee one of tthe most importantt
problemss in the couuntry’s liffe.
In thee article off S.V. Kholyaev, att the exam
mple of Yaaroslavl, thhe mutual influencee
of eventss is shownn with reggards to thhe course of revoluution, thatt were tak
king placee
both in thhe capital and in the provincees. The au
uthor show
ws that thee major problem inn
1917 became the disaccord
d
o the cenntral and th
of
he regionaal authoritiies, whereeas the re-t Provisional Govvernment to
t recogniise the priiority of committeess for pub-fusal of the
lic securiity, influenntial at thhe local levvel, led to
o the crisis of the w
whole systtem of re-gional goovernance. The risee to powerr of the Bolsheviks preventedd the disin
ntegrationn
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of the country, once again securing support for the central government on part of
most of the principal towns of the provinces.
The most important problem in 1917 became the issue of inter-ethnic relations,
splitting apart the Russian Empire. In the article of А.N. Hajiyev, the factors of social-economic and socio-political development of the Southwestern Caucasus are
considered, which set the prerequisites for formation of democratic republics in Transcaucasia. The revolutionary upheavals of 1917 caused the natural growth of national
movements in Transcaucasia, and the rise to power of the Bolsheviks and their withdrawal from World War I created the real conditions to change the state-territorial status
of Caucasian regions and provinces. Under such conditions, as the author shows, the
creation of independent republics in Transcaucasia was becoming inevitable.
Up to now, the debates go on with regards to responsibility for the revolution that
various politicians and public figures would assume. A certain contribution to this
discussion is made by the article of D.V. Shchukin devoted to consideration and reflection of the image of historical people and the revolutionary events of 1917 in diaries, memoirs and letters of political personalities of the considered epoch. The author
emphasizes that those events left a strongly pronounced emotional colouring in their
contemporaries’ memory, and such colouring passed onto the historiography of the
Russian Revolution from private sources.
Of polemical character is also the article of D.V. Aronov on the place and role of
President in the liberal law-making in the early 20th century. Having analysed the
texts of the liberal projects of the Constitution of Russia (Basic Law) in the early 20th
century and the law-making process of the Special Committee and the Minister of
Justice in the Provisional Government, the author made a conclusion about inappreciable influence of liberal ideas on the statutory law making in 1917. In the opinion of
D.V. Aronov, the project of introducing the post of Acting (Provisional) President confirms the overall conclusion that the liberal, based on rule of law, ‘recipes’ for overcoming systemic crises do not work in the revolutionary time, when the choice of the
society gravitates towards other ways of reforming the social reality and crisis recovery, offering simple and understandable solutions for the ordinary people.
The materials published in the journal are complemented by the review of V.I.
Goldin for the collection of reports at the international scientific conference that took
place in March 2017 in St Petersburg ‘February Revolution of 1917: Problems of History and Historiography’. In the section ‘Chronicle of Scientific Life’, the information regarding All-Russia (with international participation) academic seminar ‘State,
capitalism and society in Russia in the second half of the 19th – early 20th centuries’
arranged by Cherepovets State University with financial support from RFBR, is presented. At the seminar, among other things, the problems of the Great October Socialist Revolution were considered, where many authors of the articles participated in
its work.
http://hpchsu.ru
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The Editorial Board of the journal hope that the presented materials will be interesting and useful not only for historians but also for non-specialist audiences, whilst
the suggested debatable points of view will become the impetus for new research.
Andrey Nickolayevich Egorov,
Doctor of Historical Sciences,
Head of Department of History and Philosophy
Cherepovets State University,
Deputy chief editor of the journal
‘Historia provinciae – the journal of regional history’
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